
Prevention Professionals:
(Healthcare Workers, Educators, Therapists, Community Leaders)  

Download and Use Our 
FREE Media Materials

& Resources Today! 

Commonwealth Prevention Alliance
PAStop.org

Paid for with PA Taxpayer Dollars.

Prescription 
safety starts 
at home.
Sharing prescription drugs 
with family or friends, even 
when you intend to help
them, is a dangerous misuse 
that could cause risky 
consequences.

Licensed material is being used for illustrative purposes only, and any person depicted in the licensed material is a model.

PAStop 

Learn More.

Care 
Enough 
Not to
Share.

National Drug Takeback Day 
is October 28.

To combat the ongoing opioid crisis in Pennsylvania, your contribution can play a pivotal role in 
preventing the sharing and misuse of prescription drugs.  Alarmingly, in Pennsylvania, nearly 
47.8% of students who misused prescription drugs took them from their parents' homes. 
Typically, teens and young adults engage, at a higher rate, in the sharing of prescription drugs. 
Whether this misuse is intentional or accidental, it's important to emphasize that taking 
prescription medications not prescribed to you (or sharing them) is both illegal and associated 
with significant risks.  

Our efforts to address the opioid overdose epidemic have grown significantly in terms of 
detail and scope. Consequently, we have expanded our range of communication tools. PAStop 
recognizes the crucial importance of raising awareness and providing education on the 
following issues:

• Not sharing prescription medications for any reason
• Secure Medication Storage
• Safe disposal of unused or expired medications
• Dropping off unused medications at an authorized takeback location



Paid for with PA Taxpayer Dollars.

SCAN THIS CODE 
to access and download 
all PAStop messaging 
resources.

11” X 17” Posters for Office or Local 
Printing (4 message options available)

Digital display for advertising (Multiple sizes available)  

PAStop.org
Commonwealth Prevention Alliance

4” X 9” 
Rack Card

Care 
Enough 
Not to 
Share.
Prescription safety
begins at home. 
More than any other group, 18-25 year olds in 
PA report misusing prescription drugs and 
sharing them with friends. Whether they got 
them from someone else, with or without 
permission, this action is illegal and unsafe.

PAStop.org 
Learn More.

Licensed material is being used for illustrative purposes only, and any person depicted in the licensed material is a model.
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8.5” X 11” Flyers for Office or Local 
Printing (4 message options available)

Print Ads for Local 
Publications  (4 message 
options available) 

Informational One Sheet

Visual assets for Social Media posts (Spanish 
language and multiple sizes also available) 

CLICK on any of the following previews for instant FREE downloads!

https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-poster-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-digital-assets-english.zip
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-digital-assets-english.zip
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-poster-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-poster-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-download-rack-card-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-download-rack-card-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-download-rack-card-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-flyer-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-one-sheet-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-print-ads-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-print-ads-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-flyer-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-one-sheet-english.pdf
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-social-english-spanish.zip
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-social-english-spanish.zip
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-social-english-spanish.zip
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-social-english-spanish.zip
https://pastop.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/pastop-cents-li-document-social-english-spanish.zip
pastop.org



